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1094/1095

YES, it is still required…AND!!!!!!!!!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remind attendees that everyone is in “Listen Only Mode”Encourage question through the Chat/Messaging Function in WebEx



1094 & 1095 Reports Penalties Small Employers:  
Level Funded Plans & QSEHRAs

What Are They/What 
Changed?

Nov 5th IRS Guidance The 720 Return—2nd Quarter

When Are They Due? Letter 226J Some TPAs don’t do the 1095C

What About Extensions? Individual Mandate doesn’t 
stop purchases On-Exchange

The QSEHRA dilemma

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Todays Webinar/Continuing ED Course is going to cover 3 main topicsHealthplan reporting to the IRS through the 1094/1095s—What’s changed, When they are due and What about extension in 2018We will also cover Employer Penalties.  This of course is a hot topic both with all the news over the course of the last year about Repeal efforts and then most recently in the last 2 weeks as the IRS dropped a little bomb on us in terms issuing the letter 226J notifications of penalties due.  This news of course came out on Nov  5th through their updates to the FAQs on IRS’s Employer Penalty website.And lastly,  what is becoming not just more commonplace, but has been growing at an extremely rampant pace—Small Employer in Level Funded plans who now need to file PCORI fees on the July form 720 filing for excises taxes.  And of course, they  don’t realize they need to do this or share with their CPA that is on the upcoming agendas.  Also on small employers we’ll touch on the QSEHRA dilemia
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So let’s dive into the biggest topic---well maybe the newly released guidance on the actual Employer Penalties and what letter 226J does is a bigger topic, but I need to keep your interest so I’ll delay that until just a bit later.



The Big Myth
PRESIDENT Trump’s Executive order to 
“Minimize burdens” of the ACA  on Jan 

20th killed off all IRS reporting 
Requirements.

This is FALSE !
12/4/2017 5

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First off they are still required.  Even with all the talk of repeals that failed and the executive orders that did give strong advisement in terms of regulatory relief—these requires are still the “law of the land”
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The 1094

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 1094 form is the “transmittal report” that goes to the IRS.  It’s the fancy coversheet.  Think of it as the executive overview of the data contained in all of the 1095 reports.Each Federal Tax ID that qualifies as an ALE (large employer over 50 is the over-simplification of the term)You may notice on line 22---there are 2 boxes that have been greyed out as they originally were for different transitional relief options no longer apply.
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1094 Aggregate large employers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In cases of a set of commonly owned groups—there will be one 1094 that designates the master entity known as the “Authoritative Return” and then lists the other commonly owned or Aggregated entities.I’m guessing that you’ve picked up on the inflections in my voice and that Aggregated Groups are a big deal.  They are and for today I’m going to leave it under the umbrella term of “IT’s COMPLICATED”.I have a whole hour long course on just that subject alone—let me not digress into that topic today.
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The 1095

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 1095 is the form that goes to each Individual or Employee (some people compare the 1095 to a W2 for health insurance)1095’s and 1094’s come in 3 “Flavors”   The “a” Version the ‘b”  Version and the “c” VersionWhich specific form you get just depends on who originates them. “A” is from  the “Marketplace”  typically Healthcare.Gov (or a state exchange) You know it as OBAMACARE“B” is from a Healthplan or Heath Insurer.  Typically a Fully Insured plan or a TPA generates the “B” forms, but it can also be direct from an Employer if they are Self-Insured. The “C” version is from an Applicable Large Employer of over 50 “Full Time Equivalent” employees.  Just in case I slip into industry lingo, there is an acronym for these large employers A.L.E.  Some people pronounce this acronym as ale like the beer and some call it Ally like the girl. I believe both are just wishful thinking as we let our minds wonder to anything other than IRS regulations.
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1095C—the Change

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 1095C change,  Can you find it?Nothing changed in format.  The one thing to note is that the “Plan Start Month” box remains optional for 2017.  This is contrary to what had been we had expected based on prior guidance.Other that,  same old, same old..
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Quiz 1  

Who might generate a 1095a 
Report?

A. A Large Group Employer
B. Price Waterhouse Cooper
C. Quickbooks
D. Healthcare.gov  (“The Marketplace”)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now for a quick quiz requirement:“who generates the 1095A report?”A.) A Large EmployerB.) PWCC.) QuickbooksD.) Healthcare.gov
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1095 to Employees by January 
31st

Automatic Extensions we’ve seen 
the past 2 years aren’t in play at 
this time. (last year’s notification of 
the 30 day extension)

The Biggest Job is the 1095—the 1094 
is child’s play once those are done.

1094 to IRS by end of Feb if 
Paper/End of March if Electronic

Deadlines to file for 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s face it the January 31st deadline is tough.   Most employers use the year end W2 data as an integral part of  preparing these forms.  If for any reason their W2 isn’t ready or isn’t delivered early in January, they experience an extreme time crunch.And once the 1095’s are done, the 1094 is super simple.  The extra deadline time just doesn’t make much sense.   Oh, and one caveat to that option to do a Paper 1094 transmittal filing—that only apply if there where under 250 1095s.  Anything over that the IRS mandates the electronic filing.



«1094 Extension (Feb 28/Apr 2nd )

«Form 8809 mailed to IRS by deadline

«Automatic 30 day extensions 

What if we need more time?

There are 2 options to Request an Extension (in case they don’t give 
us the 30 day auto-extension like last year)

12/4/2017 1 2

«1095 Extension beyond Jan 31st

• Must request in writing to IRS Prior to 
Jan 31st (no form available)

• Must give specific reason for request

• Approval not automatic—and you may 
not know outcome before Jan31st!



«Last year IRS extended “Good 
Faith” on Nov 18th.

«No announcement as of yet

«It avoided penalties if you could 
show efforts were made to 
comply

What about that “best effort”?

No announcement of GOOD FAITH COMPLIANCE for this upcoming 
filing

12/4/2017 1 3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Evidence of good faith might include:Gathering necessary data and transmitting it to a 3rd partyTesting the ability to transmit data to the IRS (hint—use a software like we do)Take steps to document better compliance in following years.



What is the cost of not filing?

For Late Filers and Non-Filers,  there of course are consequences  a.k.a. 
Penalties.

These are different from the ACA Penalties which we’ll touch on next.

Employers who didn’t file 
for 2015 or 2016 are facing 
a $250 and/or $260 per 
form penalty

You’ve missed all the lower 
penalties for late filing 
• $50 if filed 30 days late
• $100 if filed more than 

31 days late but before 
Aug. 1st



I don’t want to cause a problem if they don’t 
notice

We hear this a lot.  

Yes, the IRS had issues matching up large employers to 1094 returns 
and Marketplace penalty triggers.  They’ve been fixing those!

“Willfully” refusing to file 
triggers a double penalty.

That’s $500 per form for 
2015 and $520 for 2016.

Company has 125 employees in 
2016 and hasn’t filed yet.

If they are late because they 
tried= $260 x 125 = $32,500

Willfully Refused= $65,000
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Quiz 2  

What is the deadline for 1095’s in 
2018 ?

A. January 31st

B. January 15th

C. January 2nd

D. April 2nd
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Penalties--------
The FAQ 
updates
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“Late 2017”

Questions 55-58 shed light on your 
deepest fears

Letter 226J is introduced to the world

12/4/2017 1 8

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When the IRS updated their Questions and Answers on the Employer Shared Responsibility Provisions—they sent the industry back to school on Penalties.While Questions 55-57 are all extremely important, Question 58 answers when the IRS plans to begin employers of potential pay-or-play penalties.  And the phrase “LATE 2017” became the power statement.
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226J

Penalties can only be assessed by 
the IRS through Letter 226J

YOU ONLY HAVE 30 DAYS TO 
CONTEST a 226J Notice!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

The Marketplace notices were a 
good “heads-up”, but not penalties

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The IRS is the only body that can assess a Employer Shared Responsibility Penalty—all those Marketplace Notices that trickled 18 months ago were not for penalties—they were to verify subsidy eligibility for individual.  Those marketplace notices were a nice heads-up as any employee claiming a subsidy is that same employee who can trigger the Employer penalty.The 226J is the letter you don’t want to receive.If you get a 226J you have a whooping 30 days to contest the IRS’s findings before the liability is assessed and they issue a notice and demand for payment.
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Crash Course on Penalties

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Much like my soapbox on Commonly Owned and Aggregated Employers,  the full background and understanding of the Employer Penalties is its whole hour-long or longer course.  So—let me oversimplify and speed to the bottom line.As you see my chart you can see there a 2 columns of possible penalties and they trend up each year.  Let’s focus on 2015 for now as that is the year per which penalty letters are about to go out.
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Tom’s King of Wings  No-offer in 2015

15 stores averaging 11 true Full-Time Employees.

11 x 15 = 165 Full Times

For 2015—No offer of coverage:

165 Full Time Employees minus 30 80* “Freebies” = 
85 Emp @ $2080 that is a $176,800 penalty “A” for 

Not Offering Coverage if just one employee receives 
a Subsidy 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over on my blog I’ve often used a fictitious restaurant to illustrate how penalties are assessed and how to put in place the strategies to avoid them.  So today, I’ll introduce to Tom’s King of Wings.  Now in full transparency,  this was inspired by one of my friends who owns 6 Wingstop locations.  But, for sake of not putting him on the spot, I came up with Tom’s.Now Tom’s has 15 locations and even though they have a ton of part-timers, because they have over 50 full time employee they are subject to the Employer Share Responsibly.In 2015 Tom’s did not offer coverage and decided it would cheaper to pay the penalty.   Also back in 2015 there was a “Transitional Relief” maneuver added to the ACA Rules that extended your typical 30 employee that you get a penalty waiver on up to 80 employee (extra 50 freebies only in 2015).  So back then the penalty for not offering coverages was $2080 which at 85 penalty eliglige employees for not offering covereage would trigger a $176plus penalty for Tom’s King of Wings.
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Tom’s King of Wings Offered a MEC in 2016

15 stores averaging 11 true Full-Time Employees.
11 x 15 = 165 Full Times

For 2016—Offered MEC Plan:
• 130 Enrolled in the MEC plan that Tom’s paid for 

in full. 
• 20 Employees opted out due to Spouse Coverage
• 15 Employees got coverage on Healthcare.gov  

with a subsidy. 

• 15 x $3240 “B” Penalty @ $46,800 due to IRS

2016 No Offer penalty 
would have cost $291k

MEC Ins. @ $187k + 
Penalty @ $47k = 

$234k 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To illustrate the Unafforadable or Offering a plan that doesn’t meet Minimum Value penalty—often called Penalty “B”  we can follow the Tom’s story into 2016.Here we see Tom’s offering Insurance Coverage to all 165 Full Time employees and paying 100% of that coverage—but it was only a MEC or Minimum Essential Coverage plan and not a full Minimum Value.  This would trigger that Penalty “B” only for those few employees who received a subsidy from the marketplace.  This version of the penalty is not applied to all employees—only those getting marketplace assistance.As you can see in the story—only 15 of those employees got coverage on the marketplace so we only apply that 2016 penaly of $3240 to just those 15 and we have an almost $47,000 fine .
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Crash Course on Penalties

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Obviously that was a super quick run through,  but when you add up the actual penalties and they potential penalties for late or non-filers—this can be a lot of money.One of the things we often hear and that is pertinent again during Trump Tax Reform talks is news and speculation about the Individual Mandate.   Whether or not it goes away or not that would not preclude someone from buying insurance on the Marketplace with financial assistance.  As long as people can get Insurance for lesser costs—there will be purchases on the Marketplace and it is the purchasing of subsidized (aka discounted) Health Insurance that trigger the Employer Penalty.
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Quiz 3  

For what year of the ACA’s 
Employer Shared Responsibility 
were no penalties applicable?

A. 2020
B. 2017
C. 2015
D. 2014
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Small Employers

12/4/2017 2 5

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are many definitions of Small EmployersWhen it comes to the Employer Shared Responsibility Penalties—that line is drawn at 50 employees.     Some states also define it at 50 employees and some states define it per the original ACA Definition at 100 Employees.  And they too are subject to many of the provisions of the  ACA whether or not they realize it they might just be subject to reporting and additional penalties and taxes. 



Can I Save-MONEY?
The Rise of “Level-Funded”
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• Insurers Can Medically “Underwrite”
• Most now offering down to 5 

Enrolled
• 30% lower than ACA Small Group
• Self-Funded, but completely Turn-Key

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just illustrate that the General Pain-Points of Obamacare are felt by the 7% of consumers—but the federal pain is really in the Medicaid Expansion
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PCORI Taxes

All Self-Funded plans are subject to the PCORI Taxes---Yes, even 
Small Group “Level-Funded” plans.

While most “Level-Funded” plans have their 1094/1095 completed 
and filed on their behalf by the Insurer or TPA—not so much on 
PCORI

And it’s due so far after they launch the plan—they forget about it.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The IRS is the only body that can assess a Employer Shared Responsibility Penalty—all those Marketplace Notices that trickled 18 months ago were not for penalties—they were to verify subsidy eligibility for individual.  Those marketplace notices were a nice heads-up as any employee claiming a subsidy is that same employee who can trigger the Employer penalty.The 226J is the letter you don’t want to receive.If you get a 226J you have a whooping 30 days to contest the IRS’s findings before the liability is assessed and they issue a notice and demand for payment.
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720 due in 2nd quarter filing for PCORI

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The PCORI taxes are tiny.They are also assessed only after the calendar year end after the plan year ends.  And most brokers don’t mention it up front either because they don’t know about it, don’t think about or just figure they’ll leave it up to the plan administrator to deal with tax stuff.So what happens---The Employer or Responsible party is blindsided by a notification to file their PCORI taxes and then they’ll scramble to you needing to subit their $2.17 per 6 or 15 people in their small group.  It’s a lot of emotion over $20 or $30 that doesn’t have to be so frustrating.
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QSEHRA Plans

Qualified Small Employer HRA Plans

Part of the 21st Century Care Act---Their formation essentially 
nullified the $100 per day Excise Tax penalty if an employer paid for 
an employee’s Individual Health Plan. 

Some states (Texas for example) still have Insurance Regulations 
outlawing employers to pay for Individual Health plans either 
directly or through Pre-Tax funds like a QSEHRA—Do you’re 
research.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The IRS is the only body that can assess a Employer Shared Responsibility Penalty—all those Marketplace Notices that trickled 18 months ago were not for penalties—they were to verify subsidy eligibility for individual.  Those marketplace notices were a nice heads-up as any employee claiming a subsidy is that same employee who can trigger the Employer penalty.The 226J is the letter you don’t want to receive.If you get a 226J you have a whooping 30 days to contest the IRS’s findings before the liability is assessed and they issue a notice and demand for payment.



« Watch intently for the 226J form and don’t delay any 
responses….

« Make sure your clients have an efficient and well thought 
out system for collecting the 1095 data.

« If no “Good Faith Compliance” relief is granted for 2017, 
be utterly clear how important meeting deadlines and 
providing clean data are from your clients.

Bret’s Big 3 Take Aways

12/4/2017 3 0
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Quiz 4  

Which of these groups would be 
considered a “Small Employer” ?

A. 500 Full Time Employees
B. 5 Full Time Employees & 35 Part-Timer 

Employees in the company
C. 101 Employees in the company
D. 1999 Employees in the company
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www.linkedin.com/in/bretbrummitt

This is where you can find me and my 
network of peers sharing Ideas and Insight 
into Insurance, HR  & Technology 

www.agiainc.com/BLOG

Our team posts 5 to 6 times per month with 
Insurance or HR ideas and practical action 
steps.

www.twitter.com/bretbrummitt

Mostly Business.  I manage all my own 
tweets mainly a “Mobile” experience  with an 
eye towards understanding the millennial
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Where did they find me??

Oh, and I do sell Benefits and Payroll through Benefitmall too…….

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So why me,  why am I your host today.Well, I get the pleasure of being the active speaker and social media purveyor of knowledge for my firm AG Insurance.   And I also get the pleasure of being our technology driver and the evangelist of keeping clean and accurate employee data as myself and our staff actually facilitate the 1094 and 1095 filings for our clients whom are subject to the joys of ACA requirements.Oh,  and Benefitmall also knows me pretty well as I’ve been working with their team selling benefits and payroll services with them since 2007.
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Wrap up
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